The Hum, It’s all about an Epidemic called Gas Pipeline Syndrome
April 2018- A report of perpetual discovery
Over the past couple decades; there has been a
proliferation in the numbers and locations of
complaints about a bewildering, unusual vibration
and low frequency drone known as the “Hum”.
And until the research discussed herein, has there
been any conclusions and fact based explanation
about and its consequences. And not unlike the
embassy concerns about acoustic attacks so must
this syndrome, and even considered it those cases.
My first noticeable encounter with it was in
September 2009 from its annoyance and debilitations beset onto me right after 3 large gas pipeline
operations were modified in Western CT. This was my entry to under taking an in depth investigation to
determine its cause and what might be the consequences of humans and nature to it are. This work
conclusively found a link between locations of hum complaints and measured conditions from a
completely unexpected source, the pipelines transporting high pressure natural gas. More significantly
than just the Hum itself, it is possibly a root cause of many physical and mental health problems as well
as affecting the sensory ecologies and geologic balances in nature. The goal of my efforts is problem
solving, not a campaign against the industry or use of fossil fuels
This paper is an expose of the culmination of a never taken course of research, initiatives taken to try to
get help from the authorities and academia to investigate the problem and problem consequences of its
contribution. Regrettably, even after all my efforts following regulatory and legal avenues with State
and Federal representatives and agencies have deplorably addressed the evidence filed with them
asking for an investigation into “Gas Pipeline Syndrome (GPS)”. Certainly skepticism of the work to raise
it to action levels is understandable, but the truth of the matter is unless the citizens of country scream
out about the problem, the agencies in charge of this industry wish to be willfully ignorant and
complacent of a burgeoning problem. Sadly it may be too late for the millions of people already
suffering from its consequences and those responsible for it may lose face when the facts come out.
And for those that don’t suffer from it thinking they are unaffected, the collateral damage they ARE
affected by is developed in this work.
Gas Pipeline Syndrome – Gas Pipeline Syndrome (a.k.a. - Pipeline Acoustic Syndrome) is a developing
health and environmental phenomenon caused by widespread emissions of sound waves that have
begun to occur from high pressure natural gas pipelines. This sound is best known as Infrasound Low
Frequency Noise (ILFN). GPS explains the theory how these acoustic conditions act and how they are
undeniably the root cause of escalating ailments such as high pitch ear ringing (temporary threshold
shift tinnitus (TTST)), sleep deprivation, chronic fatigue, vertigo, induced nausea, migraines and a key
contributing role into the escalating mental health issues to which the medical profession nor anyone
else can explain including hallucinations. It also provides rational into the strange and unusually
catastrophes occurring in nature. Some people sense the conditions as a high pitch “Bizzing” instead of
the usual LF diesel sound or excruciating drone of an approaching distant helicopter. The question is are
these pipeline systems just an annoyance or are they harmful!
The revelation of this work is the fact that the pipelines as a large distribution networks for IFN!
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Noise and vibration regulations currently do not address this new age problem. ILFN sound waves that
cause vibration of structures and the hum which are considered <20hz are more felt by humans than
heard. Therefore these frequencies are excluded for their sound energy contribution in Federal and
State noise regulations that are based on a “dba” weighted scale intended to regulate community noise
and hearing protection, not the problems that society is facing today with ILFN. Many experts argue
that new regulations that account for ILFN must be developed to address the growing problems, such as
those presented in this paper. Hessler Associates suggested guidelines in 2001, and it is interesting that
their sound profiles resemble those I present in the findings(see page 180 and up in the linked pdf- on
page 181 site “O” the frequency profile is the same as measured by TRC at my home discussed later)
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.500.4469&rep=rep1&type=pdf
For “non-hearers” to understand why “hearers” are complaining about the debilitations of the
conditions, listen to examples of sound renditions in the links. Just consider living in this day in and day
out and what it is doing to us! Note- a sound system capable of low frequency playback is required.
You Tube- Taos Hum (sensory effect similar to actual hum but is about 80hz vs the hum of around 40
hz): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EuRBM0i8mbI
University of Salford sound files on low frequency (any of the tracks can be used, the pure tone
produces the tactical sensory conditions best): http://www.salford.ac.uk/computing-scienceengineering/research/acoustics/psychoacoustics/low-frequency-noise/sound-files

Scope and Content Note
This paper is an agglomeration and discussion of leading edge research, findings, evidences and
concerns of an acoustic problem needing far more attention than it is getting today. It is destroying
people’s lives and it needs to be better understood so solutions are found to mitigate its consequences.
My work is a qualitative analysis of the facts and correlations to develop the theory. A more
quantitative approach will be needed to develop regulations when the time comes. The issues brought
forth from this work are alarming and besides my own issues with the problem is the reason I have been
so adamant trying to get past the apathy of the authorities to do something about it. At this point I have
comfort that those asking for my help have benefitted from the reasonable explanation for their
maladies. And regardless of spending my own personal finances valued well into six digits of $$ and
time, I am frustrated with our elected representatives and officials who do nothing but give the problem
lip services. The reader will need to make up their own mind if any of the findings seem a stretch!
My engagement of the problem began in western CT where I live. As I learned about the problem I
began reaching out collecting information throughout the United States and from hum complainers in
Australia, Germany, Britain and The Netherlands, even developing “hum- pals” from these countries.
What I came to learn is that far more interest and attention is being paid to these type conditions
internationally, than in the US.
Interestingly the root cause of the hum, low frequency noise is
a growing concern as seen by the increase in the number of
papers on the subject. And for very good reason, the more
that is learned about ILFN the more concerning it becomes;
https://communitynewsvictoria.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/internoise-2015_294.pdf
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Sweeping the information provided by me to Federal & State agencies under the
rug will not solve the problem. As a matter of fact it is simply making matters
worse. Hummers are like mine canaries sensing a problem and when action is
not taken harm is sure to follow. The problem with these canaries is it is reported
that they only represent 2-5 % of the population, consider throwaways when a problem develops. In
likelihood, the percentages of sensitized people is far greater, they just don’t reach out.
Hyperlinks are provided for those interested to get a better understanding into my positions and used as
a basis for much more research. The work set the basis for a very accurate predictability model to
where the Hum is likely to occur or for confirming the GPS model. This purpose of this paper is to
immortalize my work for anyone considering further pursuit of the problem and for use in other venues
to raise the problem to the surface. It should raise questions why the authorities haven’t taken a lead to
investigate these findings and concerns that history will repeat itself like Madame Curie (radioactivity)
and Raphael Carson (DDT) who both were involved with issues that no one wanted to accept occurring.
Will it take another Erin Brokovic to get beyond this current willful ignorance?
Conventional wisdom is that “what you can’t hear won’t hurt you”. How far wrong this is when dealing
with the effects of infrasound. https://www.nidcd.nih.gov/news/2010/scientist-challengesconventional-wisdom-what-you-cant-hear-wont-hurt-you . VAD researchers and optoacoustic experts
have shown the inner ear is affected by ILFN. It is also accepted that the organs of the body react to
exposure to ILFN. If this theory is correct just because communities aren’t screaming out about the
hum doesn’t mean their health and environment isn’t be harmed by their proximity to the source and
the acoustic conditions of the exposure of Gas Pipeline Syndrome.

Index
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Section 1- Explaining the Mechanisms and Physics of GPS
Section 2- Connecting the Hum to High Pressure Natural Gas Pipelines
Section 3- A summary of the changes and reasons for increased ILFN from Pipelines
Section 4- The Effects of Infrasonic/ Low Frequency Noise (ILFN) on Humans
Section 5- Coping with the Hum
Section 6- Efforts to Get an Investigation Done
Section 7*- Is GPS behind the Insanity of Indiscriminant Mass Murders and Group Attacks
Section 8*- Is GPS Affecting Natures Sensory Ecology`
Section 9*- Other Probable Consequences of Acoustic Power of GPS
Commentary
*The paper is divided into two areas. The first few sections are research, widely accepted facts
and indisputable conclusions of my work. The sections with an (*) deal with questions of “What
If’s” based on corollary research into the possibilities of horrendous consequences that Gas
Pipeline Syndrome appears to be having where there is an escalating number of unexplainable
atrocities affecting society and nature. And the only outward appreciation of the problem are
complaints of the malaise of the Hum by the few that reach out and complain like mine canaries

only to be falling on deaf ears that someday the authorities will be held accountable of being
willfully ignorant of the facts.

References about the Hum and Low Frequency Noise;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1LzNtEXFvI&feature=related. (Very informative)
http://nf-hrup.si/pdf_files/EARTHWORKS_NoiseResource.pdf.
http://mic.com/articles/91091/a-mysterious-sound-is-driving-people-insane-and-nobody-knows-what-scausing-it
https://borderlandsciences.org/journal/vol/52/n04/Vassilatos_on_the_Infrasonic_HUM.html
http://aetherforce.com/audible-and-invasive-low-frequency-humming-sounds-their-detectionmeasurement-and-possible-causes-by-michael-theroux/
http://www.stuffyoushouldknow.com/podcasts/how-the-hum-works/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZSFI3vRabo&t=44s
Map of original ILFN Study area showing compressor stations and High Pressure Gas lines in Northen
Fairfield County CT
-Brookfield station is approx 1600ft from my residence
-Blue line is the Iroquois high pressure 24 in pipeline
studied
-Red line are the (2) Algonquin/ Spectra high pressure
26 and 30 inch pipelines
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Why should anyone be concerned about the Hum and GPS?
After my onset of the conditions I began on a journey of discovery like everyone else to locate what was
causing the low frequency diesel engine like sound that was
causing me to stay awake all night and other unusual symptoms
during the day when I was in my home. But from that point on
my journey took another path no one else has embarked on to
de mystify the problem. Those around me began thinking I was
crazy since they didn’t hear the sound. After employing acoustic
measuring equipment and measuring the spectrum, I dismissed
any idea the source was my physiology. In the fall of 2009 our
dog started showing signs of fear like the “fight or flight”
symptoms she had to oncoming thunder storms. Our veterinarian couldn’t find
any explanation so we had no recourse but to calm Madaket down by giving
her Doggy Prozac (fluoxetine) for a few months. At the same time the coyotes
living behind our home unexplainably began to live their habitat, coming up
and down the streets as never before. Retrospectively, coinciding with the
timing I began sensing the Hum.
After a few months putting the pieces together for our neighborhood, I started to be concerned about
the longer term health effects to the chronic exposure of the Hum. I first came across work done by
Branco and Alves Pereira about 25 years ago where they discovered aviators were developing illnesses
from chronic exposure to ILFN they called Vibro Acoustic Disease (VAD). And more recent work being
done in regards to Wind Turbine Syndrome (WTS) by Dr. Nina Pierpont.
The US government acknowledged ILFN has negative health effects at the time of the Kokomo Indiana
Hum case. The US government agency National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)
called for toxicological studies of the effects of infrasound on people due to concerns in Kokomo which
from my searches doesn’t appear to have been followed through on:
https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/htdocs/chem_background/exsumpdf/infrasound_508.pdf
WTS and GPS are analogous when discussing the negative effects of ILFN. As similar as they are in
health impacts, it must be said that WTS is far less of a national problem that GPS due to the limited
locations and characteristics of the sound power from wind turbine farms vs. the vastness of pipeline
locations and the resultant hum that many of those shown on the hum.info map surely reflect! What
can be taken from the vast amounts of research into WTS are the similarities of how to diagnose and
what the outcomes of the conditions are, from the journals of the Royal Society of Medicine:
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/2054270414554048
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Section 1- Explaining the Mechanisms and Physics of GPS
The earliest mass reports of this
particular strange sound fitting
the characteristics of the
current Hum came from the UK
in the 1970’s when the country
began converting over from the
use of locally produced Town
Gas (manufactured gas i.e. coal
gas) to North Sea Gas and LNG
imports distributed through
networks of large diameter high
pressure pipeline grids. At that time Mr. Hugh Witherington (a UK hummer) was quoted in the New
Scientist Digest that the new girds were the likely causes and my work validates that theory!. In 1993 at
the urging of then State Rep Bill Richardson regarding Hum complaints in Taos New Mexico, researchers
from Sandia Labs, Los Alamos National Labs and the University of New Mexico looked to find the source,
they failed to identify it because they didn’t consider GPS!
Most people that are hum hearers don’t realize that there are pipelines near them so this whole concept
is bewildering. A review of the EIA maps usually reveals lines nearby and like anything else since “if it’s
out of sight, it’s out of mind”. So when a foundry was suspected as the source of the Kokomo Hum they
took the text book solution, a point source from industry as the answer. Problem is the Kokomo Hum
didn’t go away when fixes were made at the foundry. The consultant, Accentech never considered GPS
and the lines that rum through that area of Indiana. With what we know today from my work, High
Pressure Natural Gas Pipelines need to be considered in these cases.
Since pipelines have received very little attention in explaining the global phenomena there isn’t much
to go on from past research, so any published research about it is nonexistent. So other than the testing
and observations done as part of my work, all other research must draw on the work done about health
and other problems caused by ILFN from published research done in fields of transportation, space
travel, acoustics, the Wind Turbine industry, oil and gas industry and medical research.
To that point, in August 2009 while Iroquois was
amenable to my efforts I visited their Brookfield
Compressor Station. The units were not running at
the time, but at my home the hum was occurring.
This was the first time I had to consider the rest of
the pipeline system or other sources completely.
Who would think that the pipes were a source! The
company suggested I consider other possible sources
in the vicinity, which I did investigate and eliminate
from consideration. In January 2010 I reached out to
the Electric Utility thinking they were the problem
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and asked them to investigate. CL&P obliged and contracted TRC Environmental Consulting to do an
acoustic study of the hum inside and outside my home. It showed that the ILFN signature of the hum is
similar to an idling diesel engine and that the new compressor installations or the pipelines could be the
source of the ILFN causing the hum in our homes which all but eliminated the premise the high tension
lines were the cause of our hum.

ILFN acoustic Signature of Iroquois Compressors
After the San Bruno explosion in October 2010 and my heightened level of
concern the gas companies decided to do in situ stress testing of their
pipelines possibly because they thought I may be right that the conditions
inside the lines causing the ILFN may be leading to stress failure of the lines.
Why they did this is contrary to investigating the hum, but did show while
the systems were operating they were within allowable stress parameters
thinking to make us satisfied were are safe. At that time I was suggesting
the internal pipeline conditions causing the hum could be leading to a
different type failure they did not test for, cyclic caused brittle fatigue that
leads to fracture. At any rate, this testing afforded an opportunity to
measure the running frequency of the compressors from shut down
through restart. What I found was when restarted these transfer
compressors generated a distinct 40 hz tone. Similar to the measurements
TRC made and I was collecting. This acoustic finger print of the sound is
shown developing over a 30 second period when Iroquois restarted the
compressors. It is suspected that this condition in some way is
contributing to pipeline hum from the mainline units that pump low
frequency sound waves for long distances.

How Pipeline Operations Can Generate Sound
Moving high pressure through pipelines can create turbulence, vibration and sound depending on many
variables such as the conditions of the compressible fluid like pressure, temperature, density of the
fluid, velocity of flow, direction of flow and the configuration of the components that cause acoustic
phenomena’s to occur. Changes to higher pressures operated at today result in more BTU’s per cubic
foot resulting in lower velocities than in the past. These changes are suspected to be putting the
internal conditions at the “sweet spot” to generate acoustical energy through the fluid and walls of
pipelines radiating from the lines for many miles. Where Hum conditions cease, it is likely that the lines
have been abandoned. Discussion points should be considered a starting point for further research.
The characteristics and timing of the Hum depend on how the gas transmission systems are being
operated for demand of the gas. The typical time of day (around midnight due to “nominations” from
gas supplies) the most intense vibration and sound conditions seem most bothersome is not just a
coincidence. It may be due to an industry practice called “line packing“ where gas is push compressed
for storage using the pipelines as a huge “reservoir “at a time of day most background masking sounds
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are at a minimum and people are most disturbed by the conditions. Or it could be the lack of other
anthropogenic (human made sound) noise.
Other reason’s the Hum could be worsening is due higher pressures these systems are operating at that
affect the density and temperature which both affect the acoustic properties of compressible gas. Also
the chemistry and quality of gas has changed since many of these systems were designed. Flow
direction has been reversed in many systems. And with the increasing density of buried pipelines going
into the ground it is possible that the operating frequencies of the compressors are synchronizing to
each other resulting in amplifications of the ILFN not seen before. These reasons need to be studied by
the industry and experts to determine which of these changes are the root cause of ILFN levels not
previously a problem.
A very good discussion of the problem of low frequency emissions and a criterion for assessment is a
paper by N Boner in Acoustics Aus April 2011 exemplified the points presented in this paper
https://www.acoustics.asn.au/journal/2011/2011_39_1_Broner.pdf
Vibro acoustical energy flow through straight pipes is researched in numerous papers published in the
Journal of Sound and Vibration, select publications with additional references:
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/7b12/0422dbb580415b858db1a9f2a4a69be16efd.pdf , Fuller and
Fahy https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/93ea/04ec07b0e44c6f774245b29b7b0edc33da6f.pdf. Industry
expert research from SWRi explains the dynamics and principles found from the Flow induced turbo
compressor noise and vibration: http://turbolab.tamu.edu/proc/turboproc/T26/Vol26008.pdf
Transmission of low frequency sound through pipe wall depends on Acoustic field excitation and
bending beam vibration mode theory. At low frequencies pipelines vibrate as a bending beam rather
than a sensible vibration, so there isn’t any noticeable vibration standing near buried pipelines.
Transmission of low frequency internal sound through pipe walls:
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/1d5a/7b2f701941cad5c75e4d7657e88787815c81.pdf ,
Transmission of sound through pipe walls in the presence of flow:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0022460X8090601X?via%3Dihub
https://asa.scitation.org/doi/abs/10.1121/1.396158
Programs like Caesar are used to study resonances of piping systems https://www.dynaflow.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/04/Lecture-30-08-2007-Dynamic-module-of-CAESAR-II.pdf
The Hum may not be the only outward manifestation of the operations of high pressure natural gas
pipelines. Manifestations of a strange “sky trumpet” sounds coming from the sky are very reasonable to
suspect; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ox5saU4Xnmc. These too are explaininable as
phenomenas of operations of gas flow through cylinderical strucutres.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XiObNnnlONU and publication of acoustics in the ASME
http://manufacturingscience.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/article.aspx?articleid=1442504
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Generating sound and vibration from the flow of heated air can be
caused by pipe resonance of the flow using a Rijke Tube (singing pipes).
This is caused by “Thermo Acoustic Oscillations of Standing Waves”. The
point here is pipeline operations generate or have heat added that may
generate this type sound wave. The snow melt is where this particular
line is located and showing that heat is in the stream. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEgjjl_0fm4
Reverberation effects inside long lengths of large diameter pipeline systems sound could be the source
amplification causing the sky horns and other eerie community sounds reported in the media. An
example of this is a video of someone causing eerie sounds from a large diameter pipe line fabrication
being readied for installation :https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbslstTEXUM .
Booms (Infrasonic Pulsations) and ground shakes may be attributed to liquid drop out and slug flow
from natural gas liquids fall out of the gas stream as the changing quality of the type gas is pushed
through these systems. Possibly attributable to formation of slugs being transported in the gas phase.
Though the gas company’s claim where and when this occurs, it was not caused by them. Based on the
attiude from I have seen from my work, I wouldn’t trust their position.
Aeolian effects generated from side connections used for connecting long
side sections of pipe called “loops” to main lines used for “Line Packing” that
serve as a reservoir of gas may be setting up the strange low frequency tones
from Tube Resonance https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHdHaYNX4Tk.
An artistic use of this effect is constructively used in metal art sculptures like
the Singing Ringing Tree: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4B0hGyKV9qs
The sonic condition of standing sound waves over miles of
effected sections of pipe is visualized using a Rueben Tube. The
video of this shows how standing sound waves of sound
speakered into and carried along pipelines. The dancing flames
are discussed later as a mechanism of cyclic fatigue of the integrity
of the pipe. Which the intense sound of the hum inside the lines is a source.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gpCquUWqaYw.
In 1997 Prof V. V. Krylov of the Nottingham Trent University in England suggested a connection between
the Hum and gas pipelines;
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/256657995_Investigation_of_environmental_lowfrequency_noise
Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) and Fluid Induced Vibrations (FIV) regarding compressor station piping
noise and acoustic conditions begin to explain the engineering and science behind why and how fluid
flow generates the conditions that radiate the sound waves needed to cause the Hum:
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/07ce/27164c382153b1e41e8e86cfb33ac58156db.pdf
https://www.gmrc.org/documents/CompressorStationPipingNoiseinterimreportfinal.pdf
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Typical modelling methods used in engineering studies provides a mathematical explanation behind the
phenomena: https://mysite.du.edu/~jcalvert/waves/acoucirc.htm
Sound from the petroleum indistry has always been a concern. In 1981 the research institute Concawe
had a peper about community noise regarding the petroleum industry https://www.concawe.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2017/01/rpt_81-4ocr-2004-01264-01-e.pdf . The problem with the study is the noise
considered is the typical community issues at hearing frequencies above the 63 hz octave band from
spherical sources, not infrasound from those sources nor the pipelines. They failed to address anything
other than dbA weighed sound and did not consider the buried pipelines.
All these effects need to be considered. But until regulators admit this is an epidemic and regulations
based on antiquated dba weighted sound scales do not suffice in protecting the environment it is
unlikely this problem will get solved. Even the Oil and Gas industry avoids the issue of ILFN in noise and
vibration studies. Solutions will be costly but the consequences of going nothing, catastrophic!
https://dspace.library.colostate.edu/bitstream/handle/10217/173508/Radtke_colostate_0053N_13531.
pdf?sequence=1

Forced Vibrations of Hollow Structures and the Effects of Seismic Wave Guides
Science shows that there is an excitement of the natural frequencies of building room surfaces from the
sound wave energy of the radiated LF sound waves to which those vibrating surfaces induce sound and
room acoustics to set up. This can be demonstrated using tuning fork chambers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-Bn70PpbrM reasonance and beat frequecy demonstration. The
receiving reverberant structure has a tendancy to amplify the
conditions. The Standing Waves that set up almost pure tones
inside buildings have higher amplitudes than the driving waves have which explains why structures are
generally needed to reach hearing thesholds. Simply put, a building reasonsates in coincidence with its
natural frequency. The parts vibrate and act as a speaker by vibrating air
molecules which in turn set up as standing sound waves inside the
enclsoure (room, cave, etc). Modelling by NGI- Norway as published in
Comsol 2017 shows how external infrasound sources set up reasonance
discussed here.
Many people report a wa-wa pulsing “beat” frequency. This can be attributed to a slight frequency
difference of ILFN sources in the area such as multiple pipelines operating or other ILFN generators such
as HVAC systems or truck diesels: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hxQDAmdNWE and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRpN9uLiouI. Other variations in the pitch of the sound can also
be contributed to valve controls that adjust to control the pipelines or the influence other
environmental noise sources. These changes have a noticeable change in pitch of the Hum.
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For the most part the Hum is heard inside buildings.
But when its heard outside the source is usually a
structure in reasonance. This iphone spectrograph
shows the intensity of the conditions outside of my
home and how the intensity increases towards the structure. The intensity increases from the left side
(50 ft from the house) to the right in steps ending up on the front porch. Spikes made to indicate
change in measure distance from the house. Again pointing out how hollow structures are reasonating
like a speaker. Vibrational acoustics explain this intereaction:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZNZYksp2zs. A white paper from PSU starting at page 8/19
covers Structural Vibrations induced by Sound Waves:
http://personal.psu.edu/faculty/s/a/sah19/StructuralAcousticsTutorialPart1AcousticsToday_lowres.pdf
http://php.scripts.psu.edu/users/s/a/sah19/StructuralAcousticsTutorialPart2AcousticsToday_lowres.pdf
In the 1970’s much work was done about active noise cancellation (ANC) where these type occurances
were extensively studied.
An analysis using an IPhone spectrogram analyzer app in May 2017 shows the difference of intensity of
low frequency conditions on a low hum day (left insert) and from a level 8 day(10 being the worst) from
inside my home and outside on porch at my
home (right insert). The brightness of the red
sections shows the intensity differences. It
appears that FFT analysis shows the time
spectrum is much more rapid at higher intensities, but experts need to
review. The 3rd insert is that of an idling diesel truck outside my home
delivery fuel oil. It can be see the same steady frequency signature as the
Hum, as well as similar pitch changes as experienced from with the Hum.
The difference is the source and mechanism of sound generation between ILFN interacting with a
structures natural resonant frequency vs a deisel point source that is audble to everyone.
Trapped Seismic Wave Guides explain why people in Taos NM would have experienced GPS conditions
radiated up from the Albuqueque area from pipelines there. It is a result of geophysical irregularities
like fault lines and rifts that channel low frequency sound for very long distances. Pipelines running
though mid state radiated sound waves that travel to Taos up through the Rio Grande Rift. Explaining
the timing of when it started to occur can be found in the EIA NM gas flow records from that time.
There was huge change in the industry at time there. Rayleigh Waves are guided by topography and
faults which explain the mechanics of sound travel from far south to Taos.
http://rspa.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/463/2078/531.short). Irregularities such as underground
vaults and caves have been reported by cave spelunkers to have the reverberant conditions of the Hum.
This yields an explanation why certain areas like Windsor Canada have such intense conditions from the
salt caverns under them. The effects of underground cavities are discussed in this article:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0267726106001552
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Proving the Intensity of the ILFN by Sound Resonance and Harmonics- Standing Waves
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standing_wave (The most common cause of standing waves is the
phenomenon of resonance, in which standing waves occur inside a resonator due to interference between waves
reflected back and forth at the resonator's resonant frequency)

Visible manifestations of the ILFN conditions can be noticed as random of standing
wave vibrations on the surface of liquids such as a water glass sitting on tables and
floors inside buildings and other bodies of water that have a noticeable resonance
interaction with the sound such as my 24 ft. above ground pool. Early in 2010, a
few months after the Hum started and reached horrendous levels, I began
noticing unusual vibrations on the surface of our 24 foot diameter above ground
pool, possibly there before but certainly occurring now. On windless days the surface of the pool water
can be seen having random vibration patterns seemingly in unison with the pitch changes of the Hum
inside the house. Liken the vibrations to water spiders running over the surface (all
captured on video).
These effects are used in something called cymatics where different patterns of
sound field manipulation causes patterns of standing waves of liquids and solids.
Circular patterns of “snow circles” have appeared which have been associted with
ILFN from near by gas pipelines.
One morning in June 2010 I noticed a strange wave pattern on the surface of my
pool (still shot does not capture effect well) of a similar action that occurs during an
earthquake from “standing waves”. This undulating wave pattern is a result of the
interference pattern of surface sound waves called Rayleigh Waves, most likely due
to the multiple pipelines in the area. The video is from June 2011 and occurs regularly since the initial
observation in 2010.

6-26-11 img 0678 best standing pool stnding waves 1.48M file.mov

Sound analysis tools such as this spectrogram helps amateurs to visualize the conditions of the acoustic
field in their homes. This screen shot shows the differences in sound energy (at 18, 40, 58 Hz ranges).
Differences in any specific room are due to nodes and anti- nodes, such as that shown for the first floor
of my home. A screen
shot shows how different
conditions can be from
floor to floor as well.
Hum this day was at one
of the worse levels of 10.
All the while there are
vibrotactical sensations
felt on the feet
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Section 2- Connecting the Hum to High Pressure Natural Gas Pipelines
There is a growing interest in combating the impacts of energy development noise
https://pgjonline.com/2015/11/05/combating-noise-in-gas-pipeline-transmission/ . But none seem to
appreciate that the pipelines are as much of not a larger environment stressor to greater masses than
just the obvious culprits of sound generration. Until they come to the conclusions as I have, my work
has to suffice for those looking for answers to the Hum. Like most everyone else, I suspected potential
sources that were obvious and known to be sources of community noise. After the gas company
suggested looking into local sources like the highway,
high tension lines, rail line, any manufacturing
operations, pond pumps, etc. I pursued those
answers. In January 2010 the electric utility company
agreed to investigate the problem and contracted TRC
to do an acoustic analysis and power study at my
home to see if the high tension lines were the cause.
Based on that testing there is a difference between
the hum (nested lines) and electric power
transformer (blue line) spectrums. So the high
tension lines were ruled out as were all other sources
than the gas systems! Ruling out the other suggestions I began focusing on the Iroquois compressor
station since the problem began shortly after all the “changes” they did over the last two years prior to
the Hum went into operation to increase pipeline capacities and connect the systems to transfer gas
between the Algonquin pipeline(s) to the Iroquois pipeline system. After
some cooperation with Iroquois Gas it was becoming apparent that the
Hum was not directly tied to the “running” of the Iroquois compressor
station. Even when the compressors were not running the Hum was
occurring at my home and elsewhere. That left the only other “changed”
infrastructure to be investigated, the pipelines. At this point the 24 inch
Iroquois trunk line nor the 26 and 30 inch Algonquin trunk lines would have
ever been considered by me.
At our insistence, FERC got Iroquois Gas to agree to do low frequency acoustic testing in May 2010 while
doing their FERC operating permit compliance testing.
Likely it was only done to exonerate the operation of
their compressors as the problem, not to investigate
the hum. To that purpose the testing was appropriate
and successful, but much corollary data was collected
which along with the TRC data provided much of the
basis to develop the hypothesis that the ILFN problem
was greater than just our neighborhood and the same
acoustic patterns were found, regardless if the
Iroquois compressors were operating or not! At this
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point I began to suspect that the entire Iroquois pipe line was the source of the Hum. It was also
becoming obvious that FERC and Iroquois were just stringing us along in regard to accommodating our
request for an investigation. So this forced me to begin my own study of the Iroquois system to build
the case to FERC to take action. I went on numerous acoustic testing trips along the Iroquois pipeline.
Driving to where the line is in Fairfield/ Litchfield counties in CT using my car as an acoustic resonator for
observing the Hum and measuring it using
acoustic sound analyzers it DID validate my
hypothesis. All this information was
provided to both FERC and Iroquois and
subsequently to Senator Blumenthal and
Rep Murphy for their assistance in get
support for help from FERC. Till this point
in mid 2010 the Algonquin lines hadn’t
been considered, they were only contacted
about a Hiss coming from the transfer
control valve station. But as I began
realizing the Hum was more wide spread
and noticed its intensity at work in Middlebury/ Oxford CT which is 15 miles from where the Iroquois
and Algonquin lines are co located in my neighborhood, the Algonquin lines (2) being only 0.8 miles from
my office validated the hypothesis that more than one system were causing the Hum and that the
problem is far more wide spread than I would have considered. Acoustic testing in the Middelbury/
Oxford area near the Algonquin system confirmed that Algonquin’s low frequency condtions were as
bad if not worse than the Iroquois system and had the same spectral characteristics. This insert shows
where most of the acoustic testing was done in CT. Subsequently testing was done in other areas, in
particular at a home in West Hartford where gas pipeline syndrome conditions appear to affecting
health. Everything was matching showing me that the hum I was investigating must be from a similar
source.
To test the theory that the pipelines are the epicenter of the ILFN
source, in 2011 I did testing north and south of the Iroquois and
Algonquin pipelines using subjective observation and measured
conditions using sound analyzer software. What I found was the
ILFN conditions travel as far as 20 miles away from the source lines
and there were unexplainable points of high intensity along the
Housatonic River that both lines cross. The data collection map
(insert) was done travelling around on March 5 and 6, 2011 using
1/3 octave analyzer and FFT programs on a laptop computer using
my car as a mobile acoustics resonator. Insert intensity level at the
epicenter of the Pipeline ROW is highest (133.1 FFT/ 52.5 1/3
Octave db linear) with a rapid attenuation followed by a gradual
attenuation further away at 2.6 miles (119 FFT/ 42.7 Octave db
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linear). . Note the db levels are intended to track the relative intensities, not a definitive measurement.
These results are similar in other tests! I also found that higher intensities were found farther away than
expected from where the two Algonquin lines cross under the Housatonic River. I account that to the
effects of the raven of the course of the river and
ancient fault lines. It supports the idea that ILFN
follow geological faults which act as wave guides of
the ILFN. This supports the hypothesis that Taos is
affected by the Hum at extremely far distances
from major gas lines which at the time were many
near Albuquerque
Considerable time has been
spent doing desktop research
using tools and methods not
likely done by anyone to date.
Besides lack of hypothesis
about GPS I suspect the time
and expense of doing this by
experts is prohibitive and
maybe the reason it hasn’t
been done before. From
2010 through 2013, I
searched out and compiled
upwards of 900 hum reports
(points on map) dating from
2000 harvested from internet sites and plotted them onto a now out dated 2009 US Energy Information
Agency (EIA) Interstate/ Intrastate natural gas pipeline map to determine if hum locations correlated to
pipeline locations. What I found is that almost all Hum reports do correlate with pipeline locations. And
of the ones that didn’t, newer pipeline maps had lines that fit
the model, for the most. Population centers obviously have
more reports and should not be taken as higher intensity. Most
informative are those lone lone reports away from population
clusters. There is a good correlation between my mapping and
the one done by the Taos Hum group in the 1990’s. Certainly
similar database from then, but far more current data from my
collection.
Besides the importance of the mapping correltions, it afforded an opportunity never before avaialble to
look into the source of a casue and effect of an enviromental stressor possibly having dire consequences
in society and nature that are unexplainably escalating in connunction with the the worsening
manifestation of the hum. This is the subject in later sections. At the end of this essay is a copy of a
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global energy map and Hum map that is very apparent, there is a solid corelation between high pressure
gas pipelines and the Global Hum!
POINT sources of infra and low frequency sound such as the
claimed foundry in the Kokomo Hum are all over. Most man
made ones include building HVAC systems, industrial
machinery (like a compressor station), wind turbines, etc.
Nature’s sources are Aeolian winds through valleys,
subterranean lava flows and hums like the Moodus Hum in
CT. All these are nowhere near as ILFN impactful as
pipelines that run thousands of miles causing sound energy
from below our feet. This type of source is classified as a
LINEAR source like a long tunnel and high speed train system that behaves differently than a point
source. Sound waves that are generated from point sources attenuate far more rapidly than those from
linear sources. The acoustic energy from a linear source travels much farther than a point source. The
reason is due to a difference in geometrical spreading of surface area of a spherical point source vs a
cylindrical source, the surface area representing sound density attenuates in a sphere to the square of
the radius where in a cylinder it is linear (surface area of circle A= πr2 vs cylinder A= 2πr). This exposes
millions more people by saturating homes and buildings than a point source sound! Unlike higher
frequency sound, Infrasound and low frequency sound are not attenuated by walls, insulation or
insulated windows due to the sound wave length.
Interestingly human perception of change in db of sound differs between low frequency vs higher
frequency. Low frequency perception doubles for only a 3db change, whereas higher frequency doubles
at 6db change. This shows that a small change is more noticeable for low frequencies than high
frequencies. Which explains why when measuring the two, a seemingly small change at LF is far more
impactful than the same change at higher frequencies.
In December 2015, I did
another desk top
correlation of pipelines
and hums using a new
internet hum mapping
project
www.theHum.info by Dr.
Glenn MacPherson.
Examples of analysis for
sections of the US are
shown overlaid into the 2009 US EIA pipeline map https://pvnpms.phmsa.dot.gov/PublicViewer/ which
further corroborates my earlier mapping. Blue lines are inter-intra state HP gas pipelines, round red
dots are Hum reports. As of June 2016 thehum.info had over 10,000 documented reports worldwide.
The impact is best seen in areas such as the west where pipelines are less and clarity is better from
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other complications. The 2016 PHMSA (see last page) shows lines where many of the 2015 hum points
do not correlate on the 2009 EIA map.
Furthering my affirmation of GPS, a June 2016 review of CT pipeline
locations and hum reports repeats the evidences that almost all
hum reports from thehum.info database are in the proximity of the
states HP gas lines. My work locations are not shown on this map,
which if added would further support the theory that the GPS
model shows hum can be 10- 20 miles from these systems, in this
study most of these points are within 5 miles (shaded swaths).
The Taos and Kokomo Hum investigators seemed to have fallen short of resolving the problem because
they seemed to have not considered what turns out to be the GPS theory. Over time “questionable”
theories have been concocted and reported about in the media. They seem to self-perpetuate leading
to fragmentation and storytelling to getting to the bottom of the problem, all the while running people’s
lives.
The Windsor Hum is an example of people beliefs vs fact
getting in the way of answering the questions of the Hum.
After two Universities investigated it their testing did not
support the accusations made by the Windsor Hum people.
The accused source is the US Steel plant on Zug Island in
Detroit. One University summarized from their work that the
most probable source is south of Zug Island. The location is
more indicative of the River Rouge/ Ojibway areas than Zug
Island. This is where high pressure natural gas line(s) pass
under the Detroit River between the US and Canada. A
contributing resonance factor of the Hum in Windsor is the salt mining chambers below that area. It
could be their efforts are askew because of general noise pollution issues.

The hums in Germany are extensive. More than likely due to the demise of the nuclear industry being
replaced by solar and natural gas as a primary energy source used to generate electricity. This is no
different than what
happened in the UK
in the 1970’s when
they switched over
from locally
manufactured “Town
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Coal Gas” to natural gas use though newly installed piping grids.
The changes suggested behind the onset of the hum abound from the increases in distribution of natural
gas in the US shown here for a period from 1998 to 2008. The increases in hums have swelled along
these growing corridors as new pipelines and major modifications and operational changes have been
made to existing systems that never had sound levels reach threshold levels to cause the Hum. An EIA
reference shows how this occurred from 1998 to 2008.
This map is far understated for what has been increased
since 2008.
Another interesting correlation tieing the Hum to
Pipelines is found in England. The hum is called the
Bristol Hum. In Bristol Natural Gas Pipelines loop around
the city. What I suspect is when these lines were
installed is when the hum started there in the 1970’s.
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Section 3- A summary of the changes and possible reasons for increased ILFN
from Pipelines:
With the examples of sounds behavior and the evidences that tie the Hum as part of a larger concerns of
Gas Pipeline Syndrome as an environmental stressor it is important to point out some of the science and
engineering explanations how gas pipeline system changes and new ones are behind the increasing
onset of “The Hum” throughout the United Sates and other countries where natural gas is transported
for use, liquefaction, export and storage
A discussion of the adverse effects of Low frequency and noise problems with compressor stations by
SUMAS Energy in Washington is informative of the problems but at that time not addressing Gas
Pipeline Syndrome as it may not have been an issue at the time or not identified which clearly
coolaborates the reasoning and theory in my work.
http://www.efsec.wa.gov/Sumas2/eis/seis/fseisch3-4.pdf
A discussion about LF problems not being addressed by the industry from the ICA Sept 2007 where it is
noted the ASHRAE is embracing the issues of LF HVAC noise and inducing vibrations and problems of
light weight structures. http://www.sea-acustica.es/WEB_ICA_07/fchrs/papers/env-05-004.pdf

System changes using OCGT (Open Cycle Gas Turbines);
i. Increased sound power from the tens of thousands compressor horsepower pumping
gas
ii. Increased MAOP (maximum allowable operating pressure) resulting in higher gas
temperatures, density and difference in sound characteristics of the gas
iii. Additions of pipeline “Looping” sections used to store gas and connections to mainlines
iv. Tees and other tie ins made to add new facilities into existing systems
v. Increased use of line packing at night when the Hum and Vibration levels in homes are
reported to be the highest
vi. Re using valves and other pipeline components not designed for new operating
conditions
vii. Installation of new lines in areas where others exist
viii. Changes to gas movement- higher pressure increase BTU per cubic foot allowing for
lower flows and changes of location of Natural Gas sources require reversing direction
of flow.
Explanation why the changes are causing new sound conditions;
i.
The acoustic power has changed where pipelines have been added or operations
changed thereby improving the acoustic radiation efficiency of the system
(Fagerlund)
ii.
Turbine blade passing frequency up and downstream of compressors
iii.
Flow Gas flow aero dynamic noise
iv.
Instabilities from piping changes causing turbulence
v.
Increased valve noise, turbulence and standing wave sound generation
vi.
Phase synchronization and “sistering” of multiple line conditions setting up standing
sound waves or slight phase discontinuities setting up beat frequencies/.
vii.
Changes to preexisting system components (control valve trim, etc.) in system were
not made to account for gas flow changes
viii.
“Sistering” effect of more density of pipelines.
ix.
multiple lines in the area and of phase synchronization causing Beat Frequencies
x.
Liquid drop out from causing 2 phase gas streams
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xi.
xii.
xiii.
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Internal surface irregularities causing turbulence.
Amplification and distance travel by trapped seismic wave guides such as fault lines
and other geological irregularities.
Aeolian sound from flowing gas and branch connections

Section 4- The Effects of Infrasonic/ Low Frequency Noise (ILFN) on Humans
Now that the theory of Gas Pipeline Syndrome has been explained it raises the questions, why should
anyone be concerned, is it affecting our health and wellbeing, what
else? Anyone person sensible and living with ILFN conditions
knows the answer, but for those not yet sensible to it the question
is harder to convince them that the sound and vibrotactical
sensations are either directly affecting them or they are touched
by its harm in other ways. Most definitely non-hummers living in
ILFN saturated active areas exhibit similar symptoms as Hummers
such as sleep problems, onset of migraines, agitation, vertigo, etc.
but they just don’t have a reason to blame.
Psychoacoustics is the study of the physiological principles of sound perception and how an individual’s
physiologies play a role in how they sense the conditions and is the reason that any researcher must
learn to use acoustic analyzers to assess the problem.
Psychoacoustics:
Hugo Fastl-Eberhard Zwicker Psycho- Acoustics
http://zhenilo.narod.ru/new_main/students/Zwicker_Fastl.pdf
University of Salford: http://www.salford.ac.uk/computing-scienceengineering/research/acoustics/psychoacoustics/low-frequency-noise/frequently-asked-questions.
In the context of my work, low frequency and infrasonic sound (ILFN) are both considered parts of the
problem. Understanding the conditions is perplexing to most, since it is inaudible below the normal
hearing range of humans and once again it is out of sight and out of mind to most. Typically ILFN is felt
or sensed as a vibration or a rumble feeling and sound in the atmosphere. The field testing shows that
there is a wide band of ILFN that is radiated at the ROW of natural gas pipelines. When converted into
the audible spectrum inside enclosures like buildings or cars, the typical sensations of the hum reported
are about the same everywhere. Some people describe the sound as a beat of a drum or bi aural beats
from the slight frequency shifts of multiple sources. At its worst the brain feels like it’s being squeezed
and the bottom of ones feet sense the floor vibrations making people wonder what the cause of these
conditions is. Bed springs vibrate in extreme conditions. Some people report there is a short relief
period after returning to hum locations after travelling called the “Holiday Effect”. And pets and animals
are being affected as well and that can be seen in unexplained changes in demeanor and acoustic attack
on their acoustic habitat.
The annoyance and health impacts of chronic exposure to residential levels of infrasound exposure are
well studied: http://docs.wind-watch.org/Krahe-low-frequency-noise-annoying.pdf . It has been found
that psycho social symptoms, annoyance and disturbance of sleep from ILFN exposure is far more
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impactful than from mid frequency noise:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022460X00932516
Researchers at UC Berkley are studying how the brain waves coordinate complex activity. Brainwave
entrainment is the altering of the brains frequencies by external stimuli. The interference with neural
paths causes changes in the synopses and possible alteration of parts of the brain such as the
hippocampus. http://www.berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2006/09/14_theta.shtml
Different ILFN frequencies of stimulation of the brain are known to create changes in demeanor and
brings on malaises, so GPS must be considered in any research regarding the root cause of modern day
mental health issues, regardless of being a Hum hearer or not! Have people noticed these changes?
Effects of exposure from being subjected to various brain stimulation frequencies
1Hz Heartbeat Rhythm
1-3Hz Sleep Pattern
3-5Hz Paranoia/Hallucinations/Amnesia/Illusions/Drowsiness 'Absent' Feeling
6-7Hz Depression/Suicidal Feelings/Visual Distortion/Confusion
8-11Hz Cannot Relax/Feeling Unwell/Unhappy
11-13Hz Anger/Manic Behavior
14-18Hz Small Seizures/Disturbed Orientation/Auditory/Visual Hallucinations
18+Hz Inability to make decisions/Sensory problems (sight/touch/sound)
24+Hz Confusion/Flickering/flashing lights/Dizziness
35+Hz Mania/Hyperactivity
40+Hz Anxiety/Sleep disturbance/Reaction time slowed/Unable to make decisions
Neuroscientists contend that in order to fully understand the implications to the population of ILFN
there must be a clear differentiation made between the experiences vs awareness of the conditions.
Recent developments in neuroscience indicate the external stimuli can affect the brain without the
person’s awareness. Conclusions have been made that there is a biophysical process from even low
level stimuli energy over time to these stimuli. Work is being done examining the interaction of external
stimulation of the brain waves and its effect on brain activity, in particular schizophrenia research:
https://health.ucsd.edu/news/releases/Pages/2012-11-30-schizophrenia-and-auditory-cues.aspx.
It is very convincing that low frequency sound and vibration conditions have more deleterious effect
than just annoyance. Infrasound is thought to bring on the sensations felt in paranormal situations and
voices heard where there is no one else around. Brain activity patterns show the response the neural
activity under the siege of external stimuli and must be considered in how this effects brain
development as well as the destructive nature of mature brains. Like popular studies of gaming and
addiction to cell phones this must be studied. But first acceptance of this concept is required.
As early as the 1970’s infrasound was being considered a disruptor of brain activity. The New Scientist
published an article about infrasound making drivers of cars” drunk”
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https://books.google.com/books?id=i145R0bZXMYC&pg=PA415&lpg=PA415&dq=infrasound+drunk&source=bl&ots=EHPGId-NGm&sig=WKDm4iipIWIoApU2uAiHPSXdaE&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjGubnz8v7LAhVBMSYKHXhjAFMQ6AEIMjAD#v=onepage&q=infrasound%20drunk&f=f
alse.

Other articles talk about a motor man and ILFN and VAD: http://waubrafoundation.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2014/05/Arnott-et-al-Vibroacoustic-Disease-Personal-Experience-of-a-Motorman.pdf
The human body’s natural frequencies and internal vibrations are in the same range as the conditions
causing the Hum. Nausea, malaises, sleep disturbances, etc. exhibit themselves when there are
conditions of infrasound and sound pressure levels that begin to interact with the body’s natural
frequencies. Ref: Nat Hazards 70:501-525 (2014) - M Persinger
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11069-013-0827-3
Vibroacoustic Disease (VAD) researchers N Castelo Branco and M Alves Pereira clinically identified bio
physical cellular changes from chronic exposure to un-natural levels of ILFN and its effect on aviation
workers: http://www.ainonline.com/aviation-news/aviation-international-news/2007-0316/vibroacoustic-disease-taking-toll-aviators. Published works discuss intercellular changes that have
been studied at Boston Children hospital called mechano transduction. Mechano transduction is the
process where cells sense and respond to mechanical stimulation, such as the vibrotactical response of
the body to the low frequency vibrations associated with the Hum. These researchers are now studying
the effects of ILFN conditions in residential settings, mainly for the purpose of wind turbine syndrome
impacts. Other useful references for interested people about the cellular effects of VAD and ILFN:
http://www.aweo.org/infrasound.html
Could it be that the escalation of airline passenger rage is associated with the increasing levels of ILFN
conditions in their lives, especially GPS in their homes?
Cortisol levels are affected by the sleep pattern disruption and the “fight or flight”
reactions of the body by the oppressive attack on the body by the conditions.
Cortisol controls body functions such as cardio and mental health. The effects of low
frequency noise up to 100Hz are discussed in a paper from in the Noise and Health
Journal, leading to opinions of researchers that ILFN warrants far more research;
http://www.noiseandhealth.org/article.asp?issn=14631741;year=2004;volume=6;issue=23;spage=73;epage=85;aulast=Schust
With all the available information about infrasound
and ILFN exposure it is easy to understand the mental
and physical stresses a Hummer progresses through.
The first stage from chronic exposure is usually an
annoyance that begins to bewilder them. Overtime
they search out the source and become even more
bewildered when they can’t find one. Frustrated even
more that those around them don’t hear the sound
and can’t understand the distress they are living with.
They start believing they are ill or have a mental
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condition, fearful of ridicule they decide not to talk about it. The next stage is the onset of health and
well-being issues usually starting with Environmental Caused Sleep Disorders and Sleep Deprivation,
Effects of Low Frequency Noise on Sleep; http://www.noiseandhealth.org/article.asp?issn=14631741;year=2004;volume=6;issue=23;spage=87;epage=91;aulast=Waye. Circadian rhythm is likely a
causality of chronic sleep disruption.
Noise induced brain stress is a result of adrenal chemicals and body hormones (re: Franklin InstitutePhiladelphia http://www.geroupr.com/stressonthebrain.html ) leading to chronic fatigue, changes in
demeanor, otological symptoms like migraines/ headaches, nausea, vertigo / imbalance problems and
varying intensities of high pitched ringing in the ears that comes and goes with changes of intensity of
the Hum. Not attributable to tinnitus. The ear does response to ILFN/ infrasound, just as the VAD
researchers discovered years ago. Research into the effects of the point source conditions of Wind
Turbines has yielded pertinent information appropriate to clone to Gas Pipeline Syndrome where it is
possible in areas where both are co-located that WTS is incorrectly accused to be the ILFN source:
https://reteresistenzacrinali.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/salt-and-hullar-2010.pdf. .
The effects of ILFN are becoming appreciated as a major
contributor of Sick Building Disorder. Recent work by Kevin
Allan Dooley regarding WTS and static conditions inside a
building should be expanded to consider GPS, to its effect on
the central nervous system where the sound pressure waves
and tactical sensations of the conditions act as a stimuli of
motion and in the absence of visual symptoms of motion cause
the effects of motion sickness aka sick building symptoms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCJh03-BpG4
Where people are living in hum conditions and exhibiting these problems, unsuspecting hummers and
non-hummers flock to their doctors or psychiatrists for diagnosis. The attending medical professionals
being unaware of the widespread ILFN problems caused by gas pipeline syndrome or other ILFN sources
either miss diagnose the problem or not have one at all. Health professionals need to take notice about
Gas Pipeline Syndrome as a key pathogen behind partly explaining the increase in these issues:
 Stress leading to various health issues
 Learning disabilities and childhood developmental problems
 Birth Defects
 Changes to brain activity, Alzheimer’s, Autism, Anxiety, Depression, Empathy, suicide
 Sleep deprivation issues leading to health problems
 Biophysical changes to organs such as pericardial heart lining thickening (VAD)
 Altering fragile, susceptible minds leading to rage, unprovoked mass killings and suicide

In 2018 I came across a syndrome
called Misophonia that has been found to affect the same small percentage of people as those hearing
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the Hum which clearly shows that sound causes and or contributes to rage, suicide, killing, etc. as a
consequence of the anxiety and stress that I suggest chronic exposure to audible/ inaudible ILFN sound
is responsible for! https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/misophonia-sounds-really-make-crazy2017042111534
Another good summary of the effects of low frequency noise in regard to aviation brings still other
confirmations of the impairments caused by ILFN: http://www.areco.org/LowFreq.pdf

Additional references about Infrasound Low Frequency Noise and Vibration Effects on
People:
Environmental Noise Book; Bruel & Kjaer;
https://www.bksv.com/media/doc/br1626.pdf
The effects of high levels of infrasound-D Johnson (Wright Patterson Airforce Base):
http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a081792.pdf
The effects of low frequency noise up to 100 Hz: http://www.noiseandhealth.org/article.asp?issn=14631741;year=2004;volume=6;issue=23;spage=73;epage=85;aulast=Schust.
Suggested literature of the effects of LF noise and vibration on humans and residences near wind
turbineshttps://docs.wind-watch.org/literature-low-frequency-noise-wind-turbines.pdf.
The disturbing effects of low frequency sound emissions in residential buildings:
http://www.noiseandhealth.org/article.asp?issn=14631741;year=2004;volume=6;issue=23;spage=29;epage=35;aulast=Findeis
Low Frequency noise a biophysical phenomenon – M. Oud Netherlands
http://www.leefmilieu.nl/sites/www3.leefmilieu.nl/files/imported/pdf_s/2012_OudM_Lowfrequency%20noise_0.pdf
The effects of low frequency noise and vibration on people (index pages)
http://www.multi-science.co.uk/effects_low-frequency.htm
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Section 5- Coping with the Hum
Fortunately for most that are not sensitized to the conditions, everyday anthropogenic noise masks the
conditions of the tonal distress of the Hum. But for those who are sensitized there isn’t much that can
be done to escape the stress and anxiety that affects their quality of life and health. Many think they
can stop it by over insulating their homes, where they find that this only stops normal outside noise and
worsens the Hum. People move, only to find out the problem has “followed” them. Why, because they
simply moved from one pipeline effected location to another. The Physics of ILFN do not lend
themselves to using the typical methods used to reduce community noise inside buildings.
As long as the source of the condition is active, there appears no way of eliminating the hum other than
Active Noise Cancellation (ANC), which is expansive and not practical for GPS. Most
sufferers just live with the problem, a few resorts to trying various things like ear drops
and meditation that have no substantive benefits. Many use Sound Masking noise to
reduce the debilitating conditions that rattle the ear. The masking sounds are generated
by running HEPA filters and fans. Other effective tools are to use computer apps such as
mynoise.net https://mynoise.net/ where the sound is like an aircraft cabin noise. The sound systems
provided with computer having a woofer speaker work well as do portable systems
like the Bose Sound link. This is a stop gap measure that makes it possible to stay in
the space or get sleep. It does not eliminate the ringing ears and sensible vibrations.
One suffer in CA, came across a tone at the frequency of 207 Hz completely masks the annoyance and
discomfort of the Hum, though the tone is annoying itself.
The issue of ILFN was studied by NASA and others and
published in papers from the 60’s and 70’ regarding space
flight and harmonic distoration of the middle and inner ear
from high levels of infrasound
http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a081792.pdf
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Section 6- Efforts to Get an Investigation Done
For decades people around the world have been discussing and complaining about the Hum and other
than some effort made regarding the Taos Hum http://amasci.com/hum/hum1.html and Kokomo Hum
has any real discovery work been done by the government or anyone to investigate the problem and
specifically gas pipeline syndrome. Well-known Hums like the Bristol, Kokomo, Vashon Island and
Windsor hums get media attention while the rest of the other 99% of Hum complaints never get a
mention raising questions of who or who does not want to solve this problem!
I first took my issues to the Gas Company, the electric utility, then FERC, met with Attorney General
Blumenthal’s office and the gas company, contacted and had communications with local and state
elected representatives such as multiple Governorships in CT, Rep’s Murphy and Esty where efforts
came to road blocks excused to lack of regulation and many attempts to take the story to the news
media. One such article intended to be about the Hum itself was
published in the New Haven Register regarding one possible problem
of GPS and didn’t cover the root reason why my findings truly need
of the focus and public attention:
http://www.nhregister.com/article/NH/20120714/NEWS/307149943.
After an electric utility sponsored acoustic study by TRC in Jan 2010, I took neighborhood concerns to CT
Attorney General Richard Blumenthal asking for assistance when it became clear that FERC was avoiding
us. I met with his team and Iroquois Gas in Hartford in May 2010, which seemed to get FERC’s
attention. The Environmental engineer at FERC lent an interested ear and was meaningful in getting
Iroquois to do an area wide low frequency study by LSG that showed there is a wider area occurrence of
high levels of ILFN than just our neighborhood around the compressor station. But since Federal and
local noise regulations do not address low frequency sound FERC and the Town did nothing and wished
to follow a willfully ignorant approach hiding behind antiquated regulations intended only to address
community noise issues and hearing protection, not the escalating ILFN conditions happening. ILFN is
discounted and mostly eliminated from the weighted “dba” scale used in regulations. So until Congress
and citizens realize this, nothing will be done about the concerns of GPS.
Through 2010 my neighbor Bruno and I continued to engage the problem doing extensive acoustic
testing around the compressor station area. We made numerous filings of the information to FERC
Environmental Staff that clearly showed there is an ILFN problem. They lent an ear but nothing really
got done to solve the problems that didn’t fall into the parameters of the company’s operating permit
approval. In the fall of 2011 we learned of another neighbor Jun L., who had been complaining about
noise problems at her home from the compressor station. When we went to visit her we found
deplorable low frequency noise and vibration that no human being should be living in! FERC engineers
visited that home and mine in Nov 2011 where they confirmed the conditions we were complaining
about, and unexplainably no follow up investigation was done by FERC. At this point the gas company
began labelling us as “Chronic Complainers” to try to dissolve the issues and make a mockery of our
situation with FERC.
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In October 2012 and November 2012, I filed comments to EIS’s (environmental impact statement) to
FERC about the problem on various new Pipeline Project Dockets in the Northeast to inform the public
about the problem and try to get ILFN included in the record to require it to be studied and addressed in
any new pipeline project. Our State and Federal representatives were copied because of their apparent
disinterest in the facts and that the conditions were getting worse and worse and nothing was being
done about it:
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=8&ved=0CEUQFjAHahUKEwiDl9nbz_HIAhXF2SYKHW4ZCfo&url=http%3A
%2F%2Fxa.yimg.com%2Fkq%2Fgroups%2F11352382%2F658997919%2Fname%2FFiling_for_Constitution-NYNJ_NE_Upgrade_Nov_2012.pdf&usg=AFQjCNGpwvhfheIDKtNzzJdDibdCvq7-WQ

Due to my initiatives the ILFN problem was mentioned as an environmental concern by a concerned
party in the Environmental Assessment of the cancelled Kinder Morgan Northeast Direct gas line project
in MA and NH. More people are becoming aware of the issue of GPS.
To appreciate the disregard the gas companies have for communities they operate in, another blatant
LFN problem we have is called Flutter. Flutter is a low frequency acoustic pressure wave from shedding
vortices of poorly designed exhaust discharge stacks. It causes a constant barometric pressure rumble
sensation that has made people feel ill standing in the yard near structures that amplify the conditions
outside and inside. Even after FERC’s urging Iroquois Gas refuses to correct the problem stating that
there are not enough people affected, it would cost too much to fix and would not be a benefit to the
greater good. They had the audacity to defend this position in a 444 page response to FERC in 2012 and
FERC has done nothing about it yet!
That said, all of Bruno’s work is with FERC and my research is with FERC, CT and intently provided to
Federal Representatives, CT DEEP and PHMSA. The concerns uncovered have been provided to many
others including the CDC, USEPA, USFWS, USGS, ARS-USDA, and experts in acadamia.
I was approached by residents of Minisink NY to help them understand these type problems because of
the plans by Millennium Gas to install similar facilities in their neighborhood. They visited my area in
late 2011 followed by a visit by their NY State 5th District Rep Nan Hayworth, who also witnessed the
conditions that the FERC engineers confirmed a few weeks earlier.
I have personally interviewed many others around the country and internationally that have turned out
to be very useful understanding GPS .
I’ve contacted Academia researching mental health issues and sound, those looking into what are
causing unexplainable disasters in the animal kingdom and geophysical effects on the earths strata, to
advise them about GPS where it seems to make sense they consider. Mostly they respond with the
typical comment that this can’t be the root cause, because after all they haven’t considered this and
afraid to look beyond what they’ve struggled to come to any conclusions from their work.
In February 2016 I retained the services of the legal firm Water and Power Law Group PC and filed at
FERC and into Algonquin- Spectra’s AIM project and other completed Iroquois projects a formal
complaint called a “Complaint and Request for Relief” (https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-0307/pdf/FR-2016-03-07.pdf), document page 11786. In the commissions ultimate dismissal in September
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2016 they stated the companies are in compliance with their operating permits, but they also did not
deny the fact that there are low frequency conditions that warrant further investigation, but they would
not pursue the matter. Clearly, FERC’s mandate is to avoid dealing with any issues that there are no
regulations for, like this menacing Hum and what is clearly required of the companies to address
regarding vibration when submitting the EA for the project. Even though there are obscure, unenforced
regulations about the vibration that are part of and included in the Federal Register 18CFR
380.12k.4.(v)b they dismissed my complaint based on their opinion the companies are in compliance
with their permits! A request subsequently was sent to FERC summarizing the need to investigate this
problem on Algonquin Spectra’s proposed Access Northeast Project (docket PF16-1-000) before any
approval of that project or any others be demanded to study the sound and vibration problems brought
forth.
An important source of support information and place to bounce ideas around are Hum forums that
have proven very beneficial providing data as well as hearing out contrarians of the theory and
answering those opinions. Some do come around and begin to understand and accept the theory, like
my hum pen pal Dee in Scranton PA who reached out to me after years of consternation about her
problem. Dee has been very helpful collecting data and reporting on the conditions in PA ever since.
Most skeptics of the theory appear to be non-technical and do not understand the science and physics
behind the theory of GPS. Some skeptics just seem to just want to perpetuate the mystery of the Hum
or re-churn unproven claims from the past and just don’t seem to want to solve it! None of this has
gotten much attention to the matter other than a few interviews in the media mostly outweighed by the
old running tales of HARP, cell towers, radio masts, smart electric meters, UFO’s, conspiracy theories,
etc. that even those in the Hum community don’t seem to be able to move off of and open their eyes to
what GPS is, therefore lacking any critical mass to encourage greater attention to the facts.
All is not lost though. The media has picked up on much of the work I’ve done and reporters directed to
me for interviews. I have received numerous calls inquiring about this where people are experiencing
the same conditions in their homes and asking for information, including in Newtown CT where Adam
Lanza lived after my information was released by the CT State Crimes investigation as part of their files,
which will be discussed in the next section.
Another approach to bring awareness was to get involved as a SME (subject matter expert on GPS) with
the anti -fracking and pipeline activist groups. But after some notoriety this was steam rolled over by
their causes. This in my opinion GPS has far more dire, immediate consequences than the issues they
campaign on. They do understand the problem, but have not embraced the issues into their
environmental cause.
The companies hold solace that their influence at FERC will shield them from needing to deal with these
issues. Relying on antiquated noise regulations based on “dba” weighted standards having no
applicability to these problems. As far as I am aware FERC and other agencies continue to maladminister dealing with these findings that may be at the root cause of many of today’s calamities.
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“An error does not become truth by reason of multiplied propagation, nor does truth become
error because nobody sees it. Truth stands, even if there be no public support. It is selfsustained” - Gandi
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Section 7- What If GPS is contributing to the Insanity of Indiscriminant Attacks,
Rage and Bad Actions Against Society
As discussed earlier, it has been shown that Hum and HP natural gas line systems are co -located. In
2011, I began
noticing a pattern of
hum clusters and
violent,
indiscriminant
attacks on the public
and in schools.
Seeing the
developing pattern
between the GPS,
pipeline locations I
started to overlay
the massacres (large
colored dots) onto
my pipeline/ hum
map in 2012 using
the 2009 EIA Pipeline Map. As seen in the insert, I was astounded the 3 items all correlated. As
additional developments happened they continued to fit my assessment that there must be some
connection that desires attention. What was developing was unbelievable and certainly out of the box
from anyone else. I started to do desktop research questioning if could chronic exposure to ILFN such as
the Hum be a contributing factor to this insanity. What I found are vast amounts of research that these
type acoustic conditions can affect and alter the brain, especially those still developing and those that
have fragile minds (those already challenged by other disorders). My work is surely not the “where with
all”, but is substantiated by science and data collecting to warrant further consideration and study by
subject matter experts in many fields and an open mind to something that may explain allot of the
current state of affairs about mental health.

Chronic Infrasound Leading to Neurological Disorders
Certainly the escalation of infrasound and its association to the Hum conditions is not the only reason
for the increased occurrences of issues relating to mental
health, but there is ample evidence and research to suggest
that this is a contributing factor to the detriment in the
brains inter-cellular and neural activity leading to
neurological disorders. And with some more research into
all this we may begin to see understanding what’s behind the increases in brain disorders such as
Alzheimer’s, ADD, Autism, PTSD, rage and schizophrenia. All possible because unbeknownst to a large
portion of the population their homes and other places they attend are being saturated by a
“subversive” acoustical attack that is unintentional, but real.
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Altered States of Mind
Regardless of what people want to accept, chronic, high levels of

infrasound are occurring and likely to continue. And unless we begin
to understand what it is everyone from Hummers to non- hearers
are affected in one way or another. Infrasound is well known to
cause fear, anxiety, aggression, eerie feelings as well as hearing
voices for which most people get concerned about. Neuroscientist’s
know how the brain functions and brain waves are affected by from external stimulus from sound and
vibration frequencies that appear to contribute to problems like schizophrenia:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3122299/.
It has been studied and found that ILFN exposure can lead to deterioration of the hippocampus. This
part of the brain plays a large role in emotions or lack of emotion and apathy, like the mass murders
exhibit!. This may be more problematic during brain development from pre-natal to young adulthood.
If so, this may explain why most of the schizophrenic behaviors such as remorseless killings and rage
attacks are occurring in younger people.
This theory could explain why there is an increase in rage behavior and people flipping out for
unexplainable reason. With some family and friends of these murders commenting that “I never saw
this coming”. And with the evidences I bring forward the possibility that this never considered problem
must be taken seriously. Two cases follow where ILFN has been associated with the actions.

Sandy Hook CT- School Massacre
Having started to suspect a link between GPS and violence and unaware of what
would happen in few days in the town next to us, on December 6, 2012, I sent a
blaring email to FERC about the extremely high level of Hum in my home and another
on Dec 10 complaining it was somewhat less but still bad, knowing my efforts were
hopeless of getting help but none the less documented
my distress. Then on December 12, 2012, the Sandy
Hook School massacre occurred, one town over from me. After the shock
of it, I recounted that I had visited a neighborhood in Newtown 2 years
earlier to investigate if there was Hum in the area where Iroquois
had installed a “loop” as part of the project I claimed began our
Hum. When there I found the Hum inside my car was high and as
such the data was included in my report to FERC in 2010. The
data showed the Hum was worse in Newtown than at the same
time at my home that day. It came to be I was near Adam Lanza’s
neighborhood. Investigating the case shows that Adam Lanza’s
home is only 485 feet from Iroquois’ line, well within the “serious
impact zone” of GPS. Another contributing factor could be the (2) Algonquin lines shown to be ILFN
sources are located within 2 miles of his home and close enough to be contributing to the Hum there.
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I struggled with what to do
about what I had. I decided
to bring up the story to the
authorities by putting
together an information
package and giving it to the
CT State Police Major
Crimes Unit in February
2013. There was no further
constructive interaction. But the information was significant enough to be the only non-official
information released to the public in December 2013. Interestingly in the release there is an account of
someone saying in the quiet aftermath there was a vibrating and hum sound where I would have
expected the Hum to also be active in Newtown. This account is CT State Police report 120070455900258258. The hum was likely as bad if not worse in Newtown that day.
When the Newtown Bee ran an article on December 29, 2013: “Brookfield Man Implored Police to
Consider Gas Pipeline Syndrome in Lanza Investigation”
http://newtownbee.com/brookfield-man-implored-police-toconsider-gas-pipeline-syndrome-in-lanza-investigation/ , a resident
of Newtown called me and told me that for years he has been
experiencing exactly the conditions of the Hum, since around 2004. I
visited his home on numerous occasions and witnessed some of the
harshest conditions of the Hum to date. Interestingly in 2004 is
when Iroquois Gas did their last expansion project extending the line
in the Long Island Sound that probably is why the Newtown resident
began sensing it then.

Washington DC – Navy Yard Massacre
Shortly after Sandy Hook, an uncanny thing
happened. Details came out from the Navy Yard
shooter Aaron Alexis about his dealings with ELF
(conceivably The Hum). The symptoms he told the
Veterans Administration doctors about, vibrations,
hearing voices, the inability to get away from it led to his paranoia, sleep disorders and his claims of
purposeful disturbance by ultrasonic devices led him to attack the Navy Yard
offices in Washington DC. These are typical complaints of someone living in
places with high infrasound conditions. In his case he lived for years in Hum
cluster locations in Seattle, Fort Worth and Atlanta. His rage increased living in
these locations and it was assumed caused by PTSD. Where he was currently
living in the Washington DC area is a Hum area. The evidence of his undoing from the Hum was
inscribed on his rifle “my ELF weapon”, “better off this way” would suggest the Hum. Gas Pipeline
Syndrome must be considered!
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When new cases occur each is briefly reviewed against the hypothosis. In almost all cases the GPS
model fits, the attacker lives in a GPS location where most of the ILFN occurs and acts there or
elsewhere. This is not covered in this paper and if any investigation occurs would be discussed then.

Correlations of Hum, Pipelines and Unprovoked Attacks on the Public and Schools

An analysis of the correlations shows part of the Western US of attack locations (blue points) using Hum
locations and clusters from thehum.info map. The center figure shows school shootings since Sandy
Hook 2015 from an LA Times article. Another mapping of the correlations using my map of hum and
pipelines is very convincing that there is a justification behind this theory that hum locations (small black
points) and spree attacks through 2015 (colored points) are something that we all should be asking
questions about!
The proliferation of gas pipeline ILFN conditions causing Gas Pipeline Syndrome and its impact on
mental health may be the reason people are saying “there must be something in the water or the air”
about all the imbalances and weirdness going on in society. Most people are unaware about the high
levels of ILFN in their homes, offices, planes, trains and automobiles. These accumulating effects may
explain the suicidal actions of the German Wings Pilot who intentionally crashed his airliner. Hum has
been blamed to have caused suicides and Germany is saturated with Hum reports! So why not consider
this as a pathogen to this problem? Dr. David Fraser, Head of the School of Toxicology at the University
of South Carolina concluded that clusters of suicides in Medford Oregon in the 70’s were happening in
an area his team claimed to be part of Ultra Low Frequency experiments by the military. Never proven,
but instead could that ULF been today’s gas pipeline syndrome there? Recent research into Misophonia
may shed more light into this when academia decides to investigate
Investigators need to start asking questions if low frequency conditions of GPS exposure were affecting
the individual. The interrogation needs to ask more than just if the person was hearing the sound. It
needs to cover a wide range of issues including ILFN testing and understanding what GPS is to determine
if the same conditions in the Lanza and Alexis cases and my research points out. Incarcerated murders,
friends, family and neighbors need to all be interviewed because it only takes one to uncover this crucial
information. Besides with no other apparent explanations behind the mental health issues of this
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problem, how can anyone not consider the facts brought forth in this research. It is unacceptable to
simply dismiss GPS with the knowledge we know about the problem.
People need to think of GPS this way. Not just those that are directly knowledgeable and sensing the
ILFN conditions at risk, but so are entire nations when the impacts of the actions of people that have
been brought to insanity from it!
The information covered here has been given to authorities and agencies at the State and Federal levels
including channels to the FBI and the CDC. But because no expert research has been done in this field
they are unable to get involved with the theory! This is an issue that should not be dealt with starting in
the media.
And our elected Representatives obviously do not want to divert attention in their efforts for gun
control as the where with all answer to all this insanity occurring. But every time another occurrence of
this happens they need to look at it with an eye towards the information brought forth in this section to
look into those that do not fit into some other explanation like terrorism or criminal activities!
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Section 8- What If GPS is Affecting Natures Sensory Ecology
So with all these pipeline systems and other infrasound generators expanding their spheres of ILFN the
obvious question to ask is what impact on Mother Nature these conditions are causing to the Sensory
Ecology of animals and other species. As we know animal and insect species communicate or navigate
using infrasound while others exhibit behavioral changes like our pet dog reacted to the hum and
thunder. The source of GPS, ILFN is occurring regardless of humans being present. Liken it to the
question” does a tree make noise when it falls in the woods” and no one is around? The conditions are
happening in the most pristine parts of the country where these huge pipelines pass through areas,
where wildlife habitats are the only thing around. Changes to infrasound patterns or adding it to the
environment upset natures balance and natural rhythms. Wherever natural gas pipelines are, those that
have the conditions radiating from them must be suspected in explaining modern day devastations we
see occurring in oceans, on land and in the air from the Environmental Modifications of the natural
Sensory Ecology from Gas Pipeline Syndrome!
The challenge I find taking this screening research further is the skepticism of experts and the
government agencies trying to find answers an seemingly stuck on classical causes such as global
warming and pesticide use. I’ve contacted people at Bucknell, Penn State, UConn, Cornell and Federal
and State agencies such as the CTDEEP, ARS.USDA, USFWS about GPS. None have taken the time to
consider the facts where the devil is in the details maybe due to resistance to shift the focus of long
term research going on or pressures on their organizations to avoid certain industry problems.
There is ample evidence to suggest gas pipeline syndrome is in at least someway involved. There are
just too many correlations and supporting research by experts that ILFN from Gas Pipeline Syndrome
has something to do with the changes and strange happenings occurring in Mother Nature:
https://www.wind-watch.org/documents/low-frequency-noise-and-infrasound/ . A good overview can
be accessed on the internet from author Ivan Buxton’s literary comment: Low Frequency Noise and
Infrasound (Some possible causes and effects upon land-based animals and freshwater creatures).

Considerations at a point requiring confirmation;
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Brown Bat WNS (White Nose Syndrome) - the root cause of GPS, ILFN, explains a root cause of
WNS contagion that was set into motion that changed the acoustic sensory habitat of caverns
where certain species of bats have become susceptible to and unable to recovery from a fungus
due to the disruption of the tranquility of their hibernacula leading to compromised immune
systems. CT DEEP Biologists made it clear, the fungus is the pathogen of the disease. So they
are quickly ready to dismiss the contribution of ILFN sound waves from GPS, without any further
study. My screening of the hypothesis that sound waves caused by buried pipelines in proximity
to the hibernating bat locations supports that the hibernacula’s could be resonating in a way to
cause perch vibration and disruptive acoustic conditions, especially intense when gas demand is
high in the winter. We know Bats have very sensitive merkel cells that sense vibrations. These
conditions awaken the bats and they begin flying around at the entrances to the caves in winter
in the absence of food sources (per discussion with the NYDEC) losing stored fats needed to stay
healthy during hibernation. This sets them up to become weakened making perfect conditions

for the Fungus to take hold. Where the first case at Halle’s Cave
in Schoharie County NY began, the cave affected is strapped by
two HP gas lines, including one of the same ILFN emitting lines
studied in my work. A majority of the contagions are co-located
to pipelines and hum reports. Of those that are not further
study is needed. I was denied access to caves in CT to test the
acosutic enbironment but understand from Spelunkers that
there are hums occurring in many of the caves now.
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Honey Bee CCD- measured conditions inside a mockup of a structured hive and other small
wood enclosures like a drawer show hum patterns just like those measured and
observed in buildings and cars. Inside the dark hive, Honey Bees communicate
direction and distance to forage for pollen sources by doing a waggle dance,
vibrating their thorax around 18Hz, and generate a series of intermittent
sounds at 32 Hz to communicate distance http://beesource.com/point-ofview/adrian-wenner/sound-communication-in-honeybees/ (refer to illustration
4). The theory is the hum inside the hive over rides the
sound and intermittent distance signals with a continuous,
artificially masking the true signal (blue arrow lower chart).
This comes across to the bees inside the bee community to
go forage infinitely far away from the hive, from where they
don’t return. This could explain why very few bees are in the
hive and why very few are found at all, not even dead near
the hive. The usual culprits of vermosa mites, chemicals and
climate change may be incorrectly assumed to be the root
cause by experts in the field! 2016 article about monitoring
hive health by vibration
metering:http://www.beeculture.com/catch-the-buzzvibrations-in-a-colony-tell-a-story/ which may arrive at the
same hypothesis as mine! Anecdotally a coworker mentioned that she summered near Howes
cavern with an uncle who had honey bees. Coincidently those populations collapsed at the
same time the Iroquois line was put into operation, linking acoustics the bat problem and the
bee problem!



Long Island Sound Lobster Population Collapse- the eco sensory
habitat of the LI Lobster was modified when Iroquois began
operating their 24 inch line between CT and LI NY in 1991 and
expanded to the Bronx in 2004 –circled area. I evidenced the
hum while inside the lower level cabin of a docked boat in New
Rochelle NY, very close to the pipeline section to the Bronx.
This is the same line that is near Halles cave in Schoharie
County that runs through CT to LI and the Bronx studied in my work. Oceanic researchers see

that Lobsters get stressed out in the presence of these type conditions causing them to become
infertile and get thinning of shells. Lobsters generate their own body vibration that may be
effected by these conditions. Lobsters are extremely sensitive to vibrations causing effects on
their staocyst according to the BOEM (bureau of oceanic energy management-see pg. 56)
https://www.cbd.int/doc/meetings/mar/mcbem-2014-01/other/mcbem-2014-01-submissionboem-04-en.pdf . LI Sound is not the only problem area where pipelines need to be
investigated for lobster problems, another location is Buzzards Bay in MA.
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Increased shoreline activity of Shark and Whales and beaching’s of Oar Fish and Dolphins- These
can be explained as attraction or confusion of the nature instincts of these animals caused
intense land based ILFN conditions. The hum.info map shows there is extensive Hum along the
coast lines. As discussed in the last bullet point, the BOEM as well as volumes of other research
papers talk about how Sharks are attracted by LF sound. A documentary called “Sonic Oceans”
had a segment that where it was suspected the ILFN beats of ceremonial drummers on a beach
may have caused the increase in sharks along the shoreline in a part of South Africa. Recent
shark attacks may be contributable to increases in shark infestations along coast lines like Oak
Island NC due to increased ILFN conditions. As these conditions spread and worsen the problem
becomes more apparent. Whales communicate and travel using sound as so do Dolphins. Off
the coast of the FL panhandle there is a huge submarine line that connects between AL and
Tampa. It would be interesting to further do research on its affects. It is likely that land based
ILFN hum conditions are “calling” these creatures towards the source bringing them near the
shoreline. Oar fish are known to only habitat deep ocean waters. For some unexplained reason
Oar Fish are being found in shallow water and washing up on beaches. Many classical theories
abound, but until experts consider GPS they may not resolve this mystery, the huminfo.com
map is quite clear, the coast of CA is loaded with reports. Intense sound power is carrying out
into coastal waters disrupting the natural balance of nature. The water carries these conditions
even more efficiently than air and land, taking the sound far and deep into the water body.



Fresh Water Fish Die Offs and Bird Catastrophes- natural gas pipeline systems are in almost all
locations where these occurrences are happening. Many areas have Hum reports. These unnatural infrasound conditions turn up and down like a radio. Explaining why we see the
randomness of the havoc to the sensory ecology of nature GPS causes. Homing pigeons have
been studied where man-made infrasound confuses their navigation instincts.
https://cerebrovortex.com/2012/11/08/pigeons-seeing-with-sound-the-perception-ofinfrasound/ . Blackbirds falling from the sky from
fear in Beebe Arkansas and fish kill offs sensing the
harm of the ILFN conditions escaping it near Ozark
Arkansas within a day of each other may be
explained in the same way, pipelines in the area operated at the time in a way to cause high
ILFN leading to the unusual events. Pipelines pass through each location in numbers.
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Habitat abandonment- As earlier noted our pet dog suffered severely
from the Hum. Could the occurrence of coyotes leaving the area at
the same time been a result of the ILFN, even though I had not yet
realized the pending onset of the hum conditions occurring. At that
time a young coyote ran up and down the road feverishly for days before being killed by an
adult. Are other habitats being affected as well?

Section 9- What If GPS is having other Acoustic Energy Consequences
Sound Waves and Brittle Fracture of Pipelines
Since I began paying attention to Natural Gas Pipelines I
found there is an ever increasing occurrence of metal
fatigue type failures of pipelines. In canvasing all the
possibilities that GPS might cause I started researching to
see if anyone had considered the cyclic nature of the sound
pressure inside the pipelines and if engineers and
metallurgists have ever considered the effects of the sound
and cyclic conditions (Acoustic Fatigue) that might lead to
failures in the mechanical integrity of pipelines. The ASME
Pressure Vessel code requires the chemical, petroleum and power industry to design and operate
equipment to avoid the disastrous failure of pressure containing parts from a phenomenon known as
Brittle Failure.
Coincidentally, around the time
of the San Bruno pipeline
catastrophe I came across one
of the first internet searches for
Hum reports and found one out
of Sunnyvale CA that ties the
hum to the line that ruptured.
San Bruno ruptured in Sept
2010, this Hum report was posted in Jan 2010. From this one can deduce that Hum conditions were
present in the line that runs up through San Bruno, at least 10 months prior to catastrophe.
Considering my findings that I reported to the NTSB and FERC, Iroquois and Algonquin Gas decided to
hire Southwest Research Institute (SWRI) to do a stress analysis of the 3 lines near the Iroquois station in
Brookfield. They stress levels found from operating conditions were within allowable’s as one would
expect. The problem is this testing did nothing to address the strain which might be accumulating at any
one of an infinite amount of locations from Acoustic Fatigue which would have required different
methodology such as cutting test coupons from the line for destructive testing like Chary Impact. The
company’s decisively stated this work was not being done to investigate the conditions causing the
Hum.
Acoustic Induced Vibration (AIV) has been studied by Carussi and Mueller
https://www.kbr.com/Documents/LNG%20White%20Papers/Flow%20and%20Accoustically%20Induced
%20Vibrations%20a%20real%20problem%20for%20LNG%20facilities.pdf and Concawe and found to
lead to catastrophic failures at higher frequency than the Hum.
Now that it has been established in my work of the ILFN conditions it would be useful to evaluate the
possible role of lower frequency conditions for AIV : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZuPj9Lfl00.
For these cyclic conditions there isn’t an observed vibration that typically is associated with machinery.
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A study by Emerson Controls at Noise Con 2005
shows how the prediction of external sound based
on vibration at low frequencies is not meaningful.
Conversely this means that in the absence of
sensible pipeline vibration, there may be radiated
external sound levels. Which explains my
observations why there were no surface vibrations
of test pit standing water when Iroquois and
Algonquin did their stress testing in 2010, the pipe
is not vibrating like we typically think of vibration.
And in the absence of a resonator structure there
is no Hum heard outside.
The ASME PVC for fabrication and modification of pressure vessels under cyclic conditions to avoid
fracture potential. Section VIII, Division 2 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME 2010)
which defines fatigue as “… conditions leading to fracture under repeated or fluctuating stresses having
a maximum value less than the tensile strength of the material.”
Another question that needs to be addressed does the sound power of the seismic like Rayleigh/ Love
waves upset the natural balance and stability of the earth? Like sensible and visible manifestations of
the hum discussed in this paper, might this phenomenon play a role in earth tremors in locations
generally not prone to them and the increased occurrences in places that occasionally do experience
them and currently thought to be only from high pressure fracking for oil and gas? An good example
where this ca be shown to be independent of the oil and gas recovery operations is to consider where
the manifestations of earth tremors and escalation of sink holes are happening totally away from areas
where fracking operations are occurring.
Soil in sink hole areas, like concrete can be liquefied by external
vibration conditions like a cement vibrator used in construction. On
a cursory look it appears there are correlations between pipeline
locations and sink holes. If GPS conditions are occurring there it is
reasonable to suggest the interaction of the sound waves and the
soil. A recent case to a
consider is the sink hole in
Assumption Parish Louisiana in 2012 where a high pressure gas
line passed across and a sink hole in Lake Padgett-Land O Lakes
Florida in 2017. As the map shows, that area has at least 4 major
natural gas lines and the Hum map indicates hums there as well!
Earthquakes could be triggered by sound waves that fluidize faults:
https://physicsworld.com/a/earthquakes-could-be-triggered-by-sound-waves-that-fluidize-faults/
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The root cause of the Hum is the vibrotactical effects of
sound waves on solids. This results in the molecules of a
solid to be . Like that of a concrete vibrating tool used to
vibrate concrete to improve flow properties for installation,
gas pipeline syndrome should be considered in the plethora
of mudslides in CA needs to be evaluated. The hum.info
map shows Hum is reported in the Santa Barbara area as
well as Montecito where there has been news worthy
catasphes lately.
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Commentary
So what could be causing the increase in infrasonic/ low frequency sound waves from High Pressure
Natural Gas Transmission Systems and should anyone be concerned about the “WHAT IF’s” raised by
this work and there are just too many coincidences to ignore?
This is the 64 million dollar question. And until there is an acknowledgement by both the government
and the companies of the problem answers will not be forth coming. Undeniably changes are being
made throughout the industry to move natural gas and all the while gas pipeline syndrome explicatively
is the only plausible explanation for the Hum. Proving out the source of the Hum that seemingly is only
looked at as an annoyance doesn’t illicit a passion for why the problem needs to be solved. One would
think the correlations discussed in this work would spark an interest, but the apathy given the concerns
raised seems like any other thing in this country, just sweep it under the rug! This poses an ethical
dilemma that society must face about this willful ignorance of something most know little about that
may prove out substantial in explaining the unexplainable. I believe from all my research the industry
and the government is well aware of the low frequency issues and health concerns surrounding
compressor stations, but do not wish to comprehend the facts that from whatever mechanism the
sound radiation from the pipelines are, it is an escalating problem that must be dealt with.
Everyone needs to consider these findings and even if they aren’t losing sleep from its trespass, they
need to be concerned that no one is doing anything to answer the questions raised by this research
and they should start losing sleep about that! The consequences affect everyone, directly or
indirectly. Ask those affected by Adam Lanza and Arron Alexis.
As thehum.info shows, the problem of this Hum is reported elsewhere in the world.
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A comparison of maps of Global Energy and thehum.info map shows an uncanny likeness between the
two. Though my work is about natural gas, other types of products transfer lines should be considered
once this study gets underway. As important as Energy Development is and considering how long it’s
been around it's a wonder why the industry isn’t already doing something about it. Whatever their
reasons are, the larger dilemma is why aren’t the authorities and our elected officials doing something
about it other than sweeping it under the rug. And unlike Global Warming, GPS is an undeniable
epidemic and harbinger of harm that if the resources were given it to solve, could be eliminated in short
due course.

Global Hum Reports- Source Thehum.info- Glenn MacPherson- March 2016
“Caught in this titanic crossfire, humanity is only beginning to feel the first deadly embrace of a world-condition which may prove to
be terrible in consequence. The HUM is the first evidence of this struggle. Indeed, we are witness to dynamic energies whose
essential characteristic is biological and conscious in nature. For those truly devoted to the possibility of developing a bio energized
and geoconscious technology, these findings could not have arrived at a more opportune moment in history. Nevertheless, if the
HUM phenomenon is not studied and comprehended from a more scientific base, then counter-measures will not develop in aid of
humanity”- Gerry Vassilatos 1999 (Nocturnal Disturbances and the Infrasonic "HUM")

S.D. Kohlhase
Brookfield CT
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